Abstract-This paper analyzes icing design regulation of domestic and foreign power transmission line tower and investigates distribution of 15mm icing area in Chinese power transmission lines and tower design practice on "check ice case". Carry out calculation and comparison analysis on tower weight through selecting different "check ice value", obtain the conclusion that taking 25mm as "check ice value" has less influence on increment of engineering investment, and further forward the suggestion that "check ice case" shall be considered when design wind speed is 23.5m/s and could not be considered when greater and equals to 25m/s.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ice load is always main control conditions of the tower design during the overhead power transmission line design [1] - [2] . The design personnel generally take a suitable value as "design ice thickness", and this value is taken as safety level of the line under normal conditions. However, during the ice disaster in south China in 2005 and 2008, line breakage and tower collapse occured in more than one hundred 110kV-500kV AC and DC lines which "design ice thickness" is 10mm~15mm because of too heavy ice load, which caused power off in great area [3] . For its reasons, one is that corresponding ice slush observation documents are lack for lines in many icing area, it is difficult to select "design ice value" accurately. A large quantity of lines which "design ice value" is 10mm shall be 15mm. Second is that the "check ice case" was not considered in many lines which "design ice value" is 15mm.
So it is extremely important to decide that when "check ice case" should be considered in 15mm icing area tower and how to determine "check ice value" reasonably so as to improve ice resistant capability of the overhead power transmission line and guarantee safe operation of line. classifies three classes according to importance of different lines, and specifies allowable elastic limit of materials in each component of line for three classes of line under basic ice load conditions of 50 years standard, 150 years standard and 500 years standard.
Norway specifies in its design criteria of overhead transmission lines that allowable tension stress of the conductor shall reach 80% rated destruction strength of the conductor during "check ice case".
Japan heavy icing line design specifies that ice load during normal year (value for approximate 3-5 years standard) is taken as design load, ice load (value for approximate 30-50 years standard) is taken as check load to calibrate ice resistant capability of line, and material of each component of tower is allowed to reach elastic limit.
China (Mainland) specifies that "rare ice thickness shall be taken as check ice value, when heavy ice with less occurrence possibility occurred during investigation in serious icing area" in item 6.0.7 of "Design criteria of heavy icing overhead power transmission line" (DL/T 5440-2009), and it is specified in item 7.0.3 "maximum tension force at lowest point of the slag of the line shall not exceed 70% its tension force under check ice case". It is also noted in item 6.8 of the clause explanation that "wherein occurrence possibility of check ice load is very less, so rare load combination of wire breakage and uneven ice shall not be considered any more, but unbalance tension force of the line caused by unequal span distance shall be counted under check ice case".
The design contents of China (Mainland) are detailed and not lower than international rules. But it is not clearly specified that "check ice case" must be considered in 15mm icing area tower. "Check ice value" is not specified, only one principle is intangibly forwarded.
III. DISTRIBUTION AND CUSTOM 15mm icing power transmission lines are extensively distributed in China, it is related to Hunan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Hubei, Henan, Shandong, Gansu, Ningxia and Qinghai etc many south and north provinces, design parameters of typical 15mm icing power transmission lines are listed in Table I .
At present, different design companies have different idea on whether "check ice case" shall be considered and how to select "check ice value" during design process of 15mm icing tower. The author carried out questionnaire investigation on 11 main design companies in above mentioned area for this two issues. Investigation result shows that 6 of the 11 design companies think "check ice case" shall be considered and other 5 companies think it shall not be considered. Concerning issue of " check ice value", 5 of the 6 companies which think it shall be considered take 25mm as "check ice
Li Lei and Dong Nan value", and one company takes 20mm. Basis for taking 25mm is that "check ice value" of the conductor shall take rare ice thickness, it is generally not less than 1.5 times design ice thickness. "Check ice case" will control the strength of a part of bars after "check ice case" is considered during the design of tower. Therefore after "check ice case" is considered, a certain weight is added in designed tower. The tower weight increases more following increment of "check ice value" [4] . Take 500kV typical single circuit tower series and double circuits tower series in 15mm icing area in Hunan as samples, carry out calculation analysis on weight of the tower after different "check ice value" are considered.
Operation conditions are analyzed as following: 1) Basic combination: gale operation case, ice operation case, uneven ice operation case, installation operation case, wire breakage operation case.
2) Basic combination + different values of "check ice case".
Refer to Table II for detailed calculation result. When 20mm is taken, calculation result shows: The weights of all kinds tower are essentially unchanged.
When 25mm is taken, calculation result shows: For the straight line tower and small angle tower, basically the tower weight is not increased. For large angle tower, the weight is increased about 3%. According to the ratio between the straight line towers and the angle towers (85%:15%) in conventional engineering, total weight is increased about 0.5%-1.5%.
When 30mm is taken, calculation result shows: For the straight line tower, the weight is increased about 2%-7%. For angle tower, the weight is increased even more than 10%.
V. DESIGN SUGGESTION
According to the experience from the ice disaster in south China in 2005 and 2008, most of the rare ice thickness in 15mm icing area is near 25mm, the probability of 30mm's appearance is very low, and 20mm can not meet most needs. So take 25mm as "check ice value", it has less increment on the weight of tower in 15mm icing area, and there is certain increment on preliminary investment of engineering, but ice overload capability of the tower is effectively improved.
But China has a vast territory, climate difference between variable 15mm icing areas is great. If all towers in 15mm icing area are considered "check ice case", it is bound to cause a whole increment in tower weight in some areas and a waste of steels.
According to domestic and foreign design experience and icing reason analysis from the ice disaster, when water content in air, air temperature and line temperature meet icing condition, icing of wire is most serious when wind speed is low, such as 23.5m/s. And it is not easy to form rear ice when wind speed is greater than 23.5m/s in 15mm icing area [5] . Seen from statistics in Table I , low design wind speed of 23.5m/s mostly occurs in Hunan.
It is suggested that the tower in 15mm icing area in Hunan shall take 25mm as "check ice value" when designed wind speed is 23.5m/s. It can refer to this for same conditions in other areas. When designed wind speed is greater or equals to 25m/s, "check ice case" could be omitted. Design companies can investigate local historical ice observation records in combining actual engineering condition if necessary, and analyze possibility of rare ice and take a suitable "check ice value", and carry out local strengthening for the tower.
VI. CONCLUSION 1) Increasing investment in less can effectively improve ice resistant capability of tower through considering "check ice case".
2) For the tower in 15mm icing area with designed wind speed of 23.5m/s, 25mm shall be taken as the "check ice value".
3) When designed wind speed is greater or equals to 25m/s, "check ice case" could be omitted.
